Valence band x-ray photoelectron spectroscopic investigation of surface cleanliness of aluminum metal and its alloys J. Vac We consider surface parameters responsible for variations in propensity for whisker formation and growth between (1) different metals and (2) different recipes of the same metal. The former is attributed to metal surface tension, while the latter is related to the surface charge density that is sensitive to structure imperfections, stresses, contaminations, etc. We propose a figure of merit combining these two parameters that describes a metal propensity for whiskers and the relative smallness of whisker concentration. We argue that many previously observed correlations between whiskers and stresses, stress gradients, intermetallic compounds, contaminations, etc., can be attributed to the effects of the above two parameters. V C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metal whiskers grow on surfaces of some metals, such as technologically important tin and zinc (more examples are given in Tables I and II) . They present metal filaments of high aspect ratio, up to h=d $ 10 4 , h and d being their height and diameter. The possibility of shorting across leads of electric equipment raises reliability concerns, especially significant for tin whiskers on soldering alloys. Comprehensive databases of information about tin and other metal whiskers are available through the Internet resources.
1,2
A consensus is that whiskers develop via nucleation and growth. [3] [4] [5] [6] Compared to the surface concentration of grains, their concentrations are small (say, by a factor of 10 À3 -10 À5 ), varying exponentially between different local regions on the metal surface. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In particular, some of the nominally identical samples may exhibit no whiskers, others showing significant whisker infestations; therefore, it is practically impossible to grow or eliminate whiskers "on demand," which aggravates the reliability concerns. Whisker heights (10 À4 Շ h Շ 1 cm) and diameters (10 À5 Շ d Շ 10 À3 cm) are characterized by uncorrelated broad log-normal distributions. [13] [14] [15] A succinct summary of whisker properties was given by Davy. 9 After about 70 years of research, the mechanism behind metal whiskers remains mysterious. One hypothesis points at the mechanical stress [4] [5] [6] [16] [17] [18] relaxing during whisker growth and thus providing the necessary driving force. Local recrystallization regions 3, 19, 20 and intermetallic compounds 17, 21, 22 have been referred to as possible stress sources. On the other hand, it was inferred that the stress gradient rather than stress itself is the whisker driving force. [23] [24] [25] [26] Unfortunately, these approaches lack predictive power, providing no estimates for whisker growth rates and parameters.
A recent electrostatic concept [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] attributes the whisker driving force to the electric fields, either induced by random surface imperfections (charge patches) or external. It is more quantitative, predicting whisker nucleation barrier, growth rates, and statistics vs. some material parameters, including the interfacial surface tension r and surface charge density n, yet remains insufficiently verified.
The current understanding of metal whiskers faces two general questions: (Q1) Why some metals show stronger or weaker propensity for whisker growing, and what could be the underlying material parameters? (Q2) Metals showing a significant propensity for whiskers overall can grow them at higher or lower rates, often with poor predictability, depending on versatile factors, such as thermal cycling, relative humidity of ambient air, stress or stress gradients, surface contaminations, external electric fields, oxygen or hydrogen in the atmosphere, dislocations and grain boundaries, maybe some others. The question is whether these seemingly unrelated factors can be reduced to a single underlying physical quantity responsible for whisker nucleation and growth?
Here, we present arguments in favor of positive answers to both questions. Namely, we argue that (A1) surface tension can be a parameter discriminating between the differences in propensities for whisker growth between different metals, and (A2) the surface charge density (or, which is equivalent, its electric field strength) is a physical quantity underlying the above mentioned factors affecting whisker developments on various surfaces of the same metal.
II. CORRELATION WITH SURFACE TENSION
The interfacial surface tension is known to be important with all the nucleation phenomena, 33 and we do not see any reason of why it should be different for the case of metal whiskers. According to the classical nucleation theory, surface tension determines the nucleation barrier W of spherical 
where W 0 and R are, respectively, the zero-field nucleation barrier and radius, l is the difference between the chemical potentials per volume for the two phases involved, and r is the surface tension of the interface between these phases. In the case of strong electric fields, the above equation fails and the field induced nucleation of needle shaped metal particles takes place, for which the nucleation barrier is given by 27, 34 
Here, K lnð4h=dÞ À 7=3, e is the dielectric permittivity of a host in which the nucleation takes place, and d min is a minimum diameter of a cylinder shaped nucleus still allowing for its metallic conductivity; d min Շ 1 nm.
In both cases of Eqs.
(1) and (2), the nucleation rate exponential expðÀW=kTÞ increases with a decrease in r, where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. We compare the latter predictions with the data on surface tensions of metals in Tables I, II, Based on the literature data, whiskers have been observed for all the metals from 2 ) Altogether, these data show convincing correlation between the whisker propensity and metal surface tension.
A comment is in order regarding the meaning of surface tension r in Eqs. (1) and (2), on one hand, and r 0 in Tables  I-III , on the other. Because the tabulated values represent the energies of surfaces in vacuum (we denote them as r 0 ), they may differ significantly from the interfacial tensions r corresponding to embryos nucleating in chemically similar hosts, such as a metal Sn embryo nucleating in a film of Sn oxide. The difference between r 0 and r can be as large as orders of magnitude. [37] [38] [39] [40] In particular, the semi-empirical relation between the surface tensions of solid-liquid interface and r 0 is r=r 0 ¼ 0:1560:03 for many different metals [see Eqs. (2) and (4) 39 In what follows, we use an order of magnitude relation, r=r 0 $ 0:1 as a rough estimate of r for all the metals. That relation enables one to consider the data in Tables I-III as predictors of whisker propensity for different metals.
III. CORRELATION WITH SURFACE CHARGES
Curiously, the concept of charge patches on metal surfaces was put forward 42, 43 almost as long time ago as the first whisker observations. It was driven by the data on electron emission. There has been a considerable effort in developing the charge patch concept, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] not related to metal propensity for whisker growth. According to that concept, the surface remains neutral as a whole, so that its negative and positive patch charges mutually balance each other overall, yet can create significant local effects. The characteristic patch size is assumed to be in the micron or sub-micron ranges.
As concluded in Ref. 42 , variations of metal work functions of several tenths of electron-Volt can be due to metal surface organized along different Miller indices of different grains in a polycrystalline film; this is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It was then noticed 27, 28 that, additionally, the patch charges on imperfect metal surfaces can be due to many other factors, such as structural defects, oxide layers, grain boundaries, ionic contaminations, local stresses, and stress gradients. These factors create nonuniformities in the local density of electron states g (cm À3 eV
À1
) making the electrons redistribute in order to minimize the system free energy, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Here, we present some estimates translating the effects of latter imperfections into electrostatic parameters, the surface charge density ne and its corresponding field strength E ¼ 4pne. By the end of this section, we hope to convince the reader that all the major hypotheses and correlations so far established for the whisker driving force can be reduced to a single factor of high enough charge density on a metal surface.
A. Crystallites and grain boundaries
In addition to the above mentioned fact 42 that different grain orientations render surfaces with work functions different by several tenths of electron-volt, a concomitant factor is that the grain boundary caused impurity segregation 50, 51 can lead to a significant charge density n GB on the boundary. Assuming, as a rough estimate, n GB $ 10 14 cm À2 (i.e., charged impurities occupying several percent of all grain boundary sites), one gets the electric potential drop ER s ¼ 4pn GB eR s $ 1 V. Here, we have used the typical metal screening radius R s $ 3Å. Combining these two effects, one can expect variations of up to $1 eV in surface energies between different grains in a polycrystalline film.
B. Point defects and surface contaminations
Structural defects of donor or acceptor type will be screened over negligibly short distances in the depth of a metal. However, in the surface oxide or in a metal surface monolayer, their electric fields can be significant. The surface defect concentration of the order of n $ 10 12 cm À2 or greater has been measured in many oxide layers. 58 A similar concentration will be generated in a surface monolayer of a metal having impurity at the level of $10 18 cm
À3
, below the typical impurity concentrations in industrial metals. Assuming a single electron or hole charge per impurity atom, the corresponding field strength E $ 10 6 V/cm. Note that because of the image charges in the metal, there will be surface dipoles rather than surface impurity charges. The dipoles will generate the field that is considerably lower than that due to Coulomb charges. However, rare local fluctuations in surface ion concentration will generate fields as strong as the above estimated E $ 10 6 V/cm (see Sec. V for more details).
In some cases, foreign ions can change the metal density of states as illustrated in Fig. 2(c) , thereby affecting the electric charge of a grain. This effect strongly depends on the host metal and impurity chemistry.
Surface contaminations of various types have been found to significantly impact metal whisker developments. 52 Attributing that effect to the electric fields, 27, 28 and assuming a moderate relative ion concentration of $0:1%, the surface density of charges can be estimated as n $ 10 12 cm
À2
. Taking into account again the image charges in a metal, the electric potential drop across the contaminant layer of small thickness l (illustrated as the surface layer (SL) in Fig. 1 ), can be estimated as ðneR An ambient humidity is particularly important. It has been noted multiple times (see, e.g., Refs. 7-9, 53, and 54) that tin propensity for whiskers increases with the relative humidity. The interaction between water molecules and metal surfaces is complex. [55] [56] [57] Here, we limit ourselves to mentioning two effects. (i) Due to the presence of ions in relative concentrations often comparable to 0.1%, ion films on metal grains can charge the latter similarly to the above mentioned contaminants resulting in the potential drop of the order of 1 V. (ii) A near surface vapor will screen the surface field over the characteristic Debye length R sD $ 1= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi kT=n ion e 2 p $ 0:1 lm where the ion concentration can be of the order of n ion $ 10 16 cm À3 (the Loschmidt number times the relative ion concentration). Given the surface electric potential, the screening will increase the field strength E / 1=R sD , thereby increasing the whisker nucleation rate as more explicitly illustrated in Sec. IV.
C. Stress and stress gradients
Mechanical compressive stress once proposed to be a whisker driving force [4] [5] [6] [16] [17] [18] is another source of electrostatic effects developing through the deformation potential mechanism (see, e.g., the reviews in Refs. 59 and 60). According to that mechanism, the relative volume change dV=V results in lowering (D < 0) or increasing (D > 0) of electronic energies by DdV=V, where D is the deformation potential. The corresponding change in electron concentration $gDdV=V with g (cm À3 eV À1 ) being the electron density of states at the Fermi level. As a rough estimate averaging between different metals and deformations, we take jDj $ 3 eV and g $ 10 22 cm
will not yet create the electric field above the perfectly flat surface or perfect spherical shell because of the system electroneutrality (meaning that there is an excessive balancing ion charges in systems of high symmetry). However, nonuniform deformations will create the net electric fields. Note in this connection that in independent experiments the field generating nonuniform deformation could be interpreted as the stress gradient effects. Consider several types of such deformations (a) The case of quasi-spherical shell obtained by properly bending a flat structure (see, e.g., Refs. 4-6 and 23). It was shown that the assumption of perfectly spherical shells is far from reality, with deviations reaching up to 100%. 61 These deviations will translate into surface charge nonuniformities of the characteristic amplitude of $nl=l sample , where l and l sample are, respectively, the film thickness and characteristic linear dimension of the sample. Assuming the typical l տ 10 lm and l sample $ 1 cm, the latter ratio is of the order of 10 À3 , leading to the effective surface charge densities of n $ 10 11 À 10 12 cm À2 (sufficient for whisker nucleation as discussed in Sec. IV). (b) The film polycrystallinity typical of whisker observations brings in the feature of local anisotropy through the elastic moduli B different for different grain orientations. The Newton's third law requires that stresses are continuous across the grain boundaries. Therefore, the strains (presented by the ratios of stress over elastic moduli) undergo significant changes, up to tens of percent, reflecting the moduli anisotropy. That leads to variations in relative volume changes, and, through the deformation potentials, to significant variations in electric charge concentration [see Fig. 2(b) ]. As a result, electrons redistribute themselves nonuniformly between neighboring grains. Based on the above estimates, one can expect the surface concentration fluctuating by n $ 10 12 À 10 13 cm
À2
. This interpretation can simultaneously explain the observations that stress gradients are responsible for metal whiskers. [23] [24] [25] [26] Note that the above discussed deformations can correspond to either compressive or tensile stresses depending on the system global conditions and local environments. For example, bending a flat structure will cause predominantly tensile or compressive stress depending on the sign of the curvature. For the case of stresses developed as a result of competition for space between individual grains in a polycrystalline film, some grains can find themselves stretched (rather than compressed) in certain random configurations where the neighboring grains are strongly compressed. The deformation potential mechanism does not favor this or other stress type, emphasizing instead spatial variations in deformation leading to near surface electric fields.
D. Intermetallic compounds and recrystallization
Once considered as whisker driving factors, the local intermetallic compounds 17, 21, 22 and their underlying dynamic recrystallization 3, 19, 20 can be linked to the electrostatic effects as well. Indeed, generally speaking, an intermetallic compound has a work function, different from that of its host by Dw $ 0:3 À 1 eV, typical of the difference between work functions of two chemically different metals. Therefore, it will acquire an excessive electric charge q $ gDweR 3 , where R is the characteristic compound radius (see Fig. 3 ).
If the capping layer is thin enough, Dl ( R, then the number of charges in it becomes insufficient for complete screening, and the field penetrates outside as illustrated in Fig. 3 . To estimate that field, we note that the electrons in the compound form a dipole p $ ql s with the effective length l s of the order of metal screening length R s . Its field at distance r outside the metal is E $ qR s =r 3 . For a numerical estimate, we use g $ 10 22 cm À3 eV
À1
, R s $ 3Å; r $ R $ 1 lm, and Dw $ 1 eV, which yields E $ 10 6 V/cm. In addition, since the intermetallic compound specific volume is generally different from that of host, it will create stresses, thereby contributing to the electric field as described in Sec. III C.
While a number of publications emphasize the dynamic recrystallization 3, 19, 20 as most significant, the approach under consideration does not account for kinetic features. We can speculate that the dynamic recrystallization passes through some configurations where the above described electric field mechanisms result in even stronger effects as being far from equilibrium. 
E. Multi-factor effects
In some cases, several of the above factors can combine to induce a strong near-surface electric field. For example, corrosion combines a chemically different surface layer, a modified grain surface, and the corrosion related stress, all contributing to the electrostatic effects. No wonder that corrosion has been commonly referred to as a significant factor of whisker propensity.
IV. FIELD DEPENDENT WHISKER NUCLEATION
We now use the above estimates for surface tension r=r 0 ¼ 0:1 and electric field E to predict the field effects on whisker nucleation. The nucleation time is given by t ¼ s 0 expðW=kTÞ; (3) where k is the Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature. The pre-exponential s 0 is usually assumed to be on the order of the characteristic atomic vibration times, s 0 $ 10
À13
s; its more exact estimates 33 are beyond the scope of this work. The criterion of strong field effect then becomes
where E is the external field and W(0) is the nucleation barrier in zero external field. The criterion in Eq. (4) will be separately applied to Eqs.
(1) and (2). Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (4) yields
where we have assumed T ¼ 300 K and the typical R $ 1 nm, and e $ 5. This estimate does not depend on surface tension and predicts values much greater than the observed E $ 10 4 V/cm, above which whisker propensity becomes dependent on the external field. 30, 31 The alternative Eq. (2) is formally unapplicable when E ¼ 0. Following the electrostatic theory, 27 we assume a finite intrinsic field E 0 due to the metal imperfections, so that zero external field E ¼ 0 corresponds to the barrier
in the criterion of Eq. (4). We start with examining the intrinsic field strength E 0 necessary for providing the observed whisker nucleation in a time t $ 2:5 Á 10 6 s comparable to a month as often observed. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Expressing that nucleation time from Eq. (3), yields
With sufficient accuracy, one can set the numerical parameter C $ 1. Assuming also d min ¼ 0:5 nm and taking r % 0:07 J/m 2 , Eq. (7) yields E 0 $ 6 Á 10 5 V/cm. We are now in a position to estimate the external field Eð( E 0 Þ satisfying the criterion in Eq. (4). Taking into account that Wð0Þ À WðEÞ % Wð0ÞE=E 0 and that Wð0Þ=kT ¼ lnðt=s 0 Þ, one gets
This estimate is in fair agreement with the data.
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Finally, we estimate the surface charge density n that is necessary to create the above field E 0 . Based on the standard electrostatics, E 0 ¼ 4pne, which yields n $ 5 Á 10 11 cm
À2
. The latter is consistent with independent estimates from Sec. III and is within the ballpark of typical surface state densities in solids.
We conclude that the preceding analysis of interfacial tensions and surface charge density from Sections II and III leads to the correct predictions about the field effect on whisker nucleation and the density of electric charges on metal surfaces.
V. WHISKER GROWTH
In the electrostatic theory, whisker growth is determined by the competition between the surface related energy loss F S ¼ pr 0 hd, and the electrostatic energy gain, F E . The latter is due to interaction between the field and its induced electric dipole. Its accurate description was given in Refs. 27 and 32; here, we adopt a simple adequate approximation neglecting the field nonuniformity and allowing us to better explain the underlying physics.
Shown in Fig. 4 are three different configurations of charge patches responsible for the electric field and whisker polarization. From the standard electrostatics, a long (h ) L) whisker polarization energy is determined by the charge density in the base area of radius q $ h ) L (see Fig.  4 ). In what follows, we consider the electric field induced by different types of charge patch configurations. The major statements of this section are as follows:
A. The typical patch configurations do not favor whisker growth
Consider first the typical configuration in Fig. 4(a) with approximately equal numbers of positive and negative charges. Electric field strength is estimated as dE $ ðneL 2 ÞdM 0 =h 2 , where neL 2 represents the absolute value of a patch charge. The induced dipole moment p $ bdE where the polarizability for a needle shaped particle is estimated as 62 b $ h 3 . The electrostatic energy, pE, then becomes
We compare the latter with the surface energy of a whisker
The multiplier of 2 makes the definition of a consistent with that of our recent work. 32 a does not depend on whisker length, that is, on average, the competition between the whisker surface and electrostatic energies remains the same for all lengths.
Furthermore, using the standard parameters, such as n Շ 10 
where
where dM is the excess number of the same polarity patches in the area h 2 , which is greater than its typical rms value, dMð> dM 0 Þ. Assuming the uncorrelated patch distribution, the probability density of finding such a configuration is Gaussian, i.e.,
The minimum electric field, E $ r 0 pd=h 2 sufficient to hold a whisker of length h, is found from Eq. (11) with F ¼ 0. Using it with Eq. (12) gives the minimum dM, substituting which into Eq. (13) yields the probability of finding a stable whisker P / expðÀaÞ:
Since a ) 1, the latter result shows how whisker concentration is exponentially lower than that of charge patches and their constituting crystal grains. For example, taking a $ 10 predicts the whisker concentration by roughly four orders of magnitude lower than that of grains, more or less consistent with the observations. Another important conclusion is that a is a dimensionless figure of merit determining the metal whisker concentration and combining both the surface tension and charge density motifs. Since a appears in the exponent, the whisker propensity is exponential in both surface tension and charge density. That may explain the observed significant differences in whisker propensities between different metals and metal recipes.
A related prediction is that the majority of nuclei cannot develop into long (h ) L) whiskers because they do not belong to the required charge patch configurations. We speculate that some of such nuclei reveal themselves as nodules, only a small part of which eventually transforms into whiskers, which is consistent with observations. 65 Finally, we note that Eqs. (11) and (12) present rough approximations. In particular, their accuracy is insufficient to catch logarithmic multipliers. The technique presented in a recent publication, 32 while less physically transparent, enables one to maintain the logarithmic accuracy; it gives, instead of Eq. (14), the following result for cumulative probability:
Equation (15) leads to the log-normal type of probability density consistent with the experimental data. 32 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A. General statement This paper attempts a "big picture" approach to metal whiskers trying to answer a fundamental question: which parameters of metals make them so different in their propensities for whisker development. Our analysis reveals two such parameters: surface tension and surface charge density.
To avoid any misunderstanding, our findings do not question many previously established useful correlations between whiskers and stresses, stress gradients, contaminations, etc.; we just claim that those correlation can be reduced to the effects of the above two parameters. More specifically, we have found:
(1) There exists a correlation between the surface tension and whisker nucleation/growth rate allowing to break the entire multitude of metals into three groups according to their surface energies: strong whisker growers, moderate whisker growers, and whisker resistant. (2) We have shown that various suggested scenarios of whisker developments based on stress, polycrystallinity, contaminations, etc., can be reduced to a single physical factor of the surface electric field generated by surface imperfections. We have estimated the characteristic surface charge densities and surface fields showing that in all cases they fall in certain intervals of n $ 10 11 À 10 12 cm À2 and E $ 10 5 À 10 6 V/cm. (3) We have determined the dimensionless figure of merit a [see Eq. (10)] combining the above two material parameters and expressing a metal propensity for whiskers. (4) We have shown that whisker concentration is exponential in a and is small compared to the surface grain concentration. This is consistent with the data, explains the observed whisker statistics and drastic differences between metals with regard to their propensity for whiskers.
B. Practical implications
(1) Because there is a general positive correlation between low melting temperatures and low surface energies (see, e.g., Ref. 63, p. 118 and Ref. 64 , p. 253), our established correlation with surface tension predicts that good (low melting temperature) solders should be generally prone to whiskering. (2) The concept that surface charge density is a factor behind a propensity for whiskering suggests a natural antidote in the form of neutralizing surface charges, such that the excessive negative local charge density is balanced by intentionally added positive ions and vice versa. These treatments can be self-healing in a process where some extraneous ions possess enough motility to drift towards the oppositely charged region on the surface; an example of such self-healing treatment is known, e.g., in photovoltaics.
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